Abstract
Introduction
The U.S. subprime mortgage crisis caused by the global financial crisis makes the enterprises' financial risk pre-warning a very important subject in both practice and academic research. Financial risk warning model of enterprises made by foreign scholars' research can be classified into two basic categories: traditional statistical model and artificial intelligence model.
Traditional statistical model include decision tree, the expert system and the survival analysis.
(1) the decision tree: Frydman, Altman and Kao (1985) established decision tree model (Classification Tree Analysis)by using the recursion partition algorithm (RPA), with the financial variables for judging point, and they found that expected error cost of multivariate discriminate analysis model was higher than decision tree model. Boyleetal's (1993) research thought the ratings of the decision tree and multivariate discriminate analysis method were similar and the two methods could be used alternately. Yao chose (2005) China's listed companies as the research object. He selected 17 financial variables and established China's financial risk warning model by applying the decision tree. The empirical results showed that the model had a good prediction; Zhao Jingxian (2008) put forward a kind of improved pre-warning model based on the decision tree through the formal gain standard to sort dimension reduction of the enterprise's financial variables, to avoid the redundant information, generate the smallest decision tree directly, and extract warning rules. (2) the expert system: expert system (Expert System, ES) was introduced into the financial risk warning field by Messier and Hansen (1987) for the first time,, and this method was compared with linear discriminate analysis (Liner Discriminate Analysis, LDA) and group decision-making method, the results proved expert system classification effect was the best; Bryan (1997), Michaer (1999), Huang Jihong (2003), Zhang Lin (2004), also have done similar studies; Qu Tianyi (2008), got a more accurate prediction combining expert system with fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method,. (3) the survival analysis: Lane (1986) used survival analysis in enterprise failure classification for the first time and found that classification accuracy of survival analysis close to discriminant analysis. Wang Xiaopeng (2007) used the survival analysis to give warning to the enterprises' financial difficulties; the result showed that the model which had characteristics of time series, no sample matching and continuous forecast, can provide enterprises with more effective prediction on financial difficulties [1, 2, 10] [11, 12] .
To sum up, most studies in the existing literature have gained relatively accurate results to financial risk pre-warning. Some of the literature in recent years have applied the neural network frequently, most of which using BP, RBF and SVM neural network. More wavelet neural network (WNN) in the existing literature has been applied for credit risk assessment, price trend forecast and talents competence evaluation, etc; however, there was little research in financial risk pre-warning aspects. As WNN has higher predictive precision and faster convergence speed, this paper puts forward a simple and practical prediction model, based on the combination of principal component analysis and WNN method and data of China's listed logistics companies to study the financial risk warning. The structure of this paper is as follows: the first quarter summarizes the financial risk pre-warning model research; The second quarter sets up a financial risk pre-warning index system to gain WNN's input data by the principal component analysis; The third quarter introduces the process of construction of WNN, and the results are compared with the results of BP neural network. The last quarter summarizes the whole paper.
Financial risk warning system construction

Financial risk warning index system construction
In order to fully reflect the financial position of the company, this paper constructs the financial risk warning system in terms of four levels: the debt-paying ability, operation capability, earning power, and development capability specifically including 13 risk warning indexes such as asset-liability ratio, Current ratio and so on [8] . (See table 1 ). 
The principal component analysis
Because of numerous financial indexes, many index dimensions can lead to neural network difficult to identify, it needs to use the principal component analysis method to simplify many financial indexes and reduce the input of the original index. In view of the big financial feature differences between different industries and in order to facilitate the comparative analysis, we chose A-share of the listed logistics companies in 2010 as the sample data, and got 55 samples. Because the dimension and nature of each financial index is different, range transformation method is adopted in this paper to deal with the index data processing in order to eliminate the differences of index dimension and nature, and initial evaluation index will be converted to standard scores from 0 to 1, the higher the index, the better the company's finances.
The principal component analysis can extract information from observed display variables to constitute indirectly observable implied variables. It uses dimensional reduction to produce a series of irrelevant comprehensive indicators through the structure of appropriate linear combination of the primitive indexes, then choose a few new comprehensive indexes, and make them contain as much information as possible that the primitive indexes contains and use less index to explain the information that the original material contains.
Use the 13 indexes and 55 sample data above to conduct principal component analysis (SPSS18.0) and get:
KMO test and Bartlett test
KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) value is 0.504 and Bartlett's test was refused, which shows that the number of samples is sufficient and the variables are correlated, the matrix composed of this sample is not unit array, and it is suitable for principal component analysis. Specific data see 
The main factor analysis
Standardize the cumulative contribution rate over 80%, all together extract six main factors, the accumulative rate is of 80.59% (see table 3), which showed that the main factors include most information of the original index. This shows that these six public factors represent the original 13 indexes have full assurance to the listed companies' financial risk warning, thus can extract the first six male factors. 
The six main factors form the six input of neural network, the calculation model for each factor is [3, 4] The WNN is a new feed-forward neural network model which is constructed by wavelet analysis theory. This paper will apply the integrated WNN to identify and warn the financial risk, which combines wavelet with neural network, substitutes wavelon with neurons, and puts the operation of wavelet analysis into the neural network. WNN is a three-layer network,
including input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Set m input nodes to WNN input layer, indicates input vector; the hidden layer has k neurons, nodes in the hidden layer apply wavelet function nodes
the output layer has n output nodes,
indicates output vector.
From the input layer to the intermediate layer, the connection weight is
while on the contrary, the connection weight is
structure is shown in figure 1 below. 
The WNN parameter adjustment algorithm[5,6,7,9]
The activation function selected from the hidden layer is Morlet wavelet, and its expression is as follows:
In the equation: "a" indicates scalar factor, "b" indicates translation factor. Given p (p = 1, 2... P) is input-output samples, the learning rate is η (η> 0), and momentum factor is λ (0 <λ <1). According to the basic idea of the steepest descent method, objective error function is defined as follows: . Adopting the method of training samples in bulk is in order to avoid shock of weights and threshold rectification if trained one by one, add momentum item in the weights and threshold correction algorithm, and utilize the revised value of the previous step to smooth the learning path. Then, with weighted sum method and the sigmoid function transformation of the wavelet nodes output of the hidden layer, the final outcome will come out.
The sample test
In the simulation experiments, choose 45 samples from 55 samples as training set (input layer), and another 10 companies as a test set to check the generalization ability of the system. The output data are scale scores from expert evaluation. Use three-layer BP and three-layer WNN for training. The momentum gradient descent method is adopted in two kinds of neural networks, the training requires modeling simulation in Matlab2010 and the precision should be 0.001. The WNN can achieve training accuracy in 1000 steps while the BP in 2362 steps. The results contrast of two kinds of model prediction can be seen in figure 2, figure 3 .
In figure 2 and figure 3 , we can see the predicted results of WNN are closer to actual results. In order to better compare the predictive accuracy of BP neural network and the WNN. We introduce two indexes: mean absolute error MAE and mean square error MSE. Set the actual value as t x , the model prediction value as t x Ù , n as the model test number for model prediction, thus:
Figure2. The prediction financial index value by BP
Figure3. The prediction financial index value by WNN
Using BP neural network to predict the ten test samples, the MAE is 2.465 and the MSE is 1.654 while using WNN to carry on the forecast, the MAE is 1.151 and the MSE is 0.154. Therefore, the convergence speed and precision prediction of WNN financial warning model is better than traditional BP neural network model.
The key to judge financial risk warning degrees lies in critical point with warnings or without warnings, some scholars find certain objective principles in the systematic way such as majority principle, half principle and mean principle, and then integrate the results from application of various principles and get a scientific conclusion accepted by most people. This paper consulted five-category risk classification of professor Xue Zuyun from XiaMen University and set enterprise's financial warning limits and degrees respectively with the methods and the results are shown in table 4. The financial risk is high, and the financial situation is bad
Severe-alarm(SA) EE＜20 The financial risk is extremely high, and the financial situation is very poor According to Table 5 , the prediction results of two models are shown in Table 5 . To sum up, in the listed companies' financial risk pre-warning recognition, the prediction accuracy of WNN model is higher than the BP neural network. The causes are that WNN integrate advantages of the neural network and the wavelet analysis, improve network convergence speed, avoid getting into the local optimum, and has characteristics of local time-frequency analysis. From the results of the risk level, the medium-alarm and severe-alarm level indicates that the enterprise's financial situation is bad or very poor; therefore the enterprise should try to improve enterprises' profit level, reduce the debt ratio and optimize the its assets structure.
The conclusion
This paper established the financial risk pre-warning model based on the organic combination of principal component analysis and WNN method under the background of the financial warning index system of listed companies and making financial data of the China's listed logistics companies as the basis to verify it. The following conclusions are drawn:
(1) The principal component analysis method, while maintaining the original information, can reduce the amount of input dimension and be helpful to the simulation modeling;
(2) The forecast results show that using WNN method to pre-warn financial risk has faster convergence speed and higher precision than traditional BP neural network model, its applicability is strong therefore has a broad prospect of application.
(3)The trained WNN system is to put the potential nonlinear pre-warming rules of the financial pre-warning system to the network in the way of joint weights that can not only simulate experts' warnings to the financial system, but also avoid the human subjectivity in the pre-warning process and obtained research results of certain practical value to financial pre-warning.
(4) The established financial pre-warning model in this paper has high reference value to both listed companies and potential investors For the enterprise, it can use this model to predict its financial status, Financial Risk Pre-Warning Model Based on Wavelet Neural Network --Date From the Listed Logistics Companies in Chinese Zhongchang Chen, Ling Wang, Ke Wang if the prediction results are poor or very poor, it should immediately analyze potential factors that cause this situation, optimize enterprise assets structure and improve its operation and management so as to avoid Special Treatment (ST) two years later. For investors and financial institutions, this model can help potential investors to do right prediction on financial situation and make correct financial risk analysis of the invested enterprise, and help them to make rational investment decision and reduce the risk of investment.
Although WNN model in the experiments show the good performance, but it still has certain limitations needing to be improved in the future work. For example: the reasonable selection method of parameters, the selection criteria of warning index variables, the application of non-financial indicators and so on, which remains to be demonstrated. Considering further optimization of WNN in the future, such as WNN and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, the fuzzy theory, genetic algorithm, and the combination of the support vector, etc, we expect to get more accurate prediction results for China's listed logistics companies and provides referential basis for financial management and business decision.
